
When you purchase 12 or more 
Meritor Shock Absorbers of the 
same part number.

REBOUND WITH
MERITOR SHOCKS 



   Hardened chrome 
rod resists pitting 
and wear

   Hydraulic stops reduce 
impact as shocks 
approach maximum 
stroke and are 
absolutely critical for air 
suspensions

   Precision welded eyelets 
designed to prevent 
overheating during 
assembly and enhance 
overall shock strength

   Meritor shocks are filled 
with a proprietary oil that 
both resists foaming and 
performs at elevated 
temperatures

   Body diameter as large 
as 60 mm efficiently 
dissipates heat

   Abrasion-resistant HNBR 
seals keep oil in and 
contaminants out

Terms & Conditions:
- Purchase 12 or more shocks and receive an extra 20% discount.
- To be eligible for a discount the total quantity of an individual part number must meet or exceed the qualifying level and be placed on a single order.
- Percentage discount applies only to the current net price. All special pricing excluded.
- Offer valid from 01/07/24 to 31/12/24.

*Indicates Premium adjustable shock absorber

• Recognised brand

• Improved sealing

• Fine-tuned for the Australian Market

WHY BUY MERITOR SHOCKERS?

Meritor Heavy Vehicle Systems Australia
50 Calarco Drive
Derrimut, VIC 3026
AUSTRALIA

(03) 8353 6050

meritorpartsxpress.com
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ELIGIBLE MERITOR SHOCK ABSORBER PART NUMBERS

M83001 M85003 M85052 M85323 M85909 M85939

M83027 M85004 M85053 M85724 M85918 M89410*

M83121 M85005 M85072 M85738 M85924 M89414*

M85000 M85013 M85305 M85900 M85931 M89419*

M85001 M85030 M85310 M85902 M85938 M89436*

THE RANGE
Premium Adjustable Shocks

The Premium Adjustable shock can be 
converted to three positions - regular, 
firm and extra-firm. The regular and 
extra-firm settings allow operators to 
adjust the shock to create either a softer 
or a firmer ride.

Standard-Duty Shocks

Engineered for optimum day in day out 
perfomance, the Standard Duty shock is 
manufactured with robust components 
to help ensure longevity and durability 
on the road

Meritor shocks feature components that are made to last, including hardened and polished chrome poston 
rods and hydraulically energized self-compensating piston seals.


